Come and experience our first Master exam
& exposition in Film and Media
10-12 January 2017

Doubts are crucial for making art. It is only from doubt that new
thoughts can be made possible. It could be a funny situation,

09.00-16.00 Individual seminars
16.00-20.00 Exposition/ Non-stop screenings/ Q&A’s

a stray phrase in mainstream media or something very familiar. But,

SADA/Uniarts, Valhallavägen 189, Stockholm

world is a challenge.

filtered through the doubtful mind, it can tell a story. Everything
can be told, but making it interesting and relevant to the wider

Our students have a skillset based on integrity, bravery and
curiosity. Based on the very simple words of Aristotle. “Knowing
yourself is the beginning of all wisdom”, the Master’s Programme
in Film and Media educates students. There is no missing link
between us and the industry.
We educate students who in their professional development have
focused on the process (not the product) of building sustainable

The Master’s Programme in Film and Media at
SADA, a part of UNIARTS, is a two-year programme
at second-cycle level for people who are working
professionally and are artistically established in the
film and media industry. The programme gives its
students the opportunity to prepare for artistic
research and deepen and broaden their
professional skills in:

artistry in a fast-changing film and media landscape. We are creating
new paths between industry, education and artistic research.
My trust and confidence in the students ability is unshakable, and
now, after two years when they independently and creatively formulate new questions, contribute to knowledge development, solve
advanced problems, develop new and personal modes of expression and
critically reflect on their own and other people’s artistic approach

• film sound
• cinematography
• film editing
• film direction
• documentary storytelling
• scripts for film/TV or transmedia
• film/TV or transmedia production (producer/distributor)
• production design (VFX/digital visual design)
• animation
If you have any questions about the programme,
please contact Tinna Joné.
tinna.jone@uniarts.se

in the field of film and media, I can only say: Yes, Master’s

students, continue to doubt, but with these skills and abilities
you will astound the world! Aristotle is with you and Terra Incognita
is waiting.

Master students on their first semester, digging down
research questions for the future. Gärdet during the total
solar eclipse March 20, 2015.

Tinna Joné,
Head of the Master’s Programme
in Film and Media at UNIARTS

Adam Nilsson Cinematographer

Annika Bergström Animation

”Aesthetics is not a knowledge of works
of art, but a mode of thought which is developed in relation to works of art, and
takes them as witnesses in a question: a
question which relates to sensuousness
and to the power of thought which inhabits it, before thought, without the knowledge of thought.
Jacques Rancière”

FREQUENCY OF ABSENCE
Through working with video and sound I have found a
new way to take my drawings into moving image.
Video documentation lets me focus on parts I used to
hide or forget. The essential parts, the parts I like. The
doing, the being, the seeing. Those parts contain stuff
to build from, to deciphre and interpret. I need not
invent, the seemingly empty holds so many mysteries.

”We never learn by doing like someone, but by doing with
someone, who bears no resemblance to what we are learning.”
Gilles Deleuze”

... but what does reducing an
interval of time mean, except
emptying or impoverishing the
conscious states which fill it?

Adam Nilsson
adamesko@gmail.com
+46 73 683 73 92

-HENRI BERGSON,
Time and Free Will

Annika Bergström
hello@annikabergstrom.com
www.annikabergstrom.com

Ashley Michael Briggs Cinematographer

Drífa Freyju-Ármanns Production design

In a time that is asking for more diversity,
I put the tools I have acquired to use for the love of storytelling.

Drífa Freyju-Ármanns
Production Designer-Director

Ashley Michael Briggs
briggs.ashley@gmail.com
+44 779 039 3724
www.ashleybriggs.co.uk

Drífa Freyju-Ármanns
Production Designer-Director
drifaspost@gmail.com
+46 70 381 50 53
+354 698 80 97

Farima Karimi Producer

Johanna Olausson Documentary

To me, the form or the format
doesn’t matter as much as the
strength and originality of an
idea. A collective and deepened film collaboration is of great
value to me, and I want to enter
different projects at an early
stage in the process.
As a producer, it is important
for me to also initiate my own
projects to be able to create the
opportunities for ideas and film
projects that I want to run and
realise together with others.

Individual Master’s project “Backa” – a research project about the
disco fire in Gothenburg in 1998.

Sometimes you have to write down some of this fucking
shit in this fucking inferno of cocks. Sometimes you just
have to try to be mad instead of sad. Like when some
are denied to enter the bus because they dont have a
passport, and when I enter the bus with no-one asking me
for a passport. And when the ones that got rejected are

tired and skinny and still not grown up. How the bus driver
answers, evasively in English and then kindly in Scanian,
that it hurts but these are the rules. It’s the company’s
decision, he says, and we are going to cross a border.
We are going to cross a border. I think we are crossing quite
a few borders all the time.
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Farima Karimi
karimi.farima@gmail.com
+ 46 707 444 516

Graduation film Skolstartssorg, 17 min. Director, Maria Eriksson, scriptwriter, Pelle Rådström. Produced with support from the Swedish Film
Institute and the Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts (STDH), 2016.

Johanna Olausson
johanna_olausson@hotmail.com

Lukas Eisenhauer Cinematographer

Linda Carlsson Documentary

The city square

Once upon a time there was a small town
called Skellnäs where the politicians sold
the city square.
But it all went wrong. The purpose for the buyers
was to build a big shopping mall, but the result
was nothing but a gigantic hole of gravel and dirt
between the old book store and the central
supermarket. Years went by, and while doing
their daily errands, the citizents of Skellnäs learned to close their eyes in dismay as they could
never avoid the awful sight.
But one day Sonja came back to town, determined to dig out the truth and prove herself as a
talented journalist. But she couldn´t foresee that
soon she would be the one asked to leave. She
understood too late that the search for the liar
was bringing her straight to her mother’s backyard and a family party. The liar was part of her
family, the return back home had re-awakened
a long-lost love, and the scoop was already sold
and paid for by the editorial office she always
dreamed of working for.

Writer and filmmaker who belives that emotion
is the soul of any story.
Linda Carlsson
lindacarlsson81@gmail.com
+46 70 381 50 53

“It was from reading August Strindberg’s novel “The Red
Room” that I found the courage to start creating this meta-story based on my own radio documentary called “The
square that disappeard”. For journalists the fight for ideals
is still as relevant as the fight for pay is.”

Lukas Eisenhauer has approached his education with over
25 years of experience working with photographic images.
-I strive to be present in life and to manifest this in my work
as a cinematographer. What I seek is a movement between
acknowledgement of the object, the camera and the subject
To me this means a becoming through the photographic act.

Lukas Eisenhauer
lukas@eisenhauerfilm.se
www.eisenhauerfilm.se
+46 708 122 808

Maria Eriksson Director

Mariana Kasses Documentary

Graduation film: Skolstartssorg/Schoolyard Blues

Master’s thesis: Att regissera barn/Directing Children
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I am a director who aims to find the authenticity within the
framework of each individual project, regardless of what
it takes. I am an actor’s director who puts great emphasis
on interpersonal skills in the rehearsal process with the
actors – adults as well as children – in order to achieve
performances that are organic and emotionally engaging.
I am constantly yearning for what is warm, intimate, and
naturalistic. I am drawn to conveying narratives about
Maria Eriksson
erikssonmaria86@gmail.com
+46 762 385 886
www.vimeo.com/mariaeriksson

bleakness and difficulties through the use of beautiful imagery and compassionate performances. Poetic realism.
Elevated everyday drama. Emotional intensity. Love.
I want to capture the big picture through the tiny details
and engage with the audience on an emotional level.
I prefer to work in close collaboration with screenwriters,
but occasionally direct my own scripts as well. I am currently looking for new and enthralling stories – both short
and feature film length – that have potential to both disturb
and entertain.

THE OSVENSK PROJECT / Documentary storytelling and narratives of migration
My exploration during the Master’s programme is developing new narratives about migration and integration through documentary storytelling, portraits and interviews. Documenting meeting places and activities where
newly arrived and established Swedes meet. Stories about, with, and by migrants in today’s Sweden. As a
method I’m interested in a personal approach to documentary, showing the stitches of the filmmaking process.
Ongoing projects: Humans in a landscape (short documentary, 18 min), Girl band (short documentary, WIP).
Mariana Kasses
Born in Argentina in 1979.
Established in Stockholm, Sweden since 2010.
Filmmaker with a background in cinematography
and film studies.

Mariana Kasses
mariana.kasses@student.uniarts.se
marianakasses@gmail.com
+ 46 722 072 901

Niklas Panthell Cinematographer

Re-light the world to take the story further
The play and re-positioning of light is the key to “Kontinent”,
“Deliria” and “Re-Writen Postcard”. Three projects with vast
differences in how they came to be, but yet approached
by me with curiosity as to how you can use the colour and
shape of light to turn a well-known arena into a new one.

Niklas Panthell
070-225 2204
kontakt@panthell.se
www.panthell.se

Otto Banovits Director

“Kontinent” was made to move the viewer to another part
of the world but still with the aim of telling a story about
Sweden. In “Deliria” I was challenged to create darkness
and mystery within a summery picnic setting. A game with
reflections and mirrors became simple, yet effective.
I found 2,500 randomly taken landscape photos in my archive. Over these two years I’ve tried to figure out why I
took these. I found that light together with an urge to share the notion of heightened reality is key to these images. In
“Re-Writen Postcards” I’m going to dig deeper into the lies
you create to cover up for your loved ones. Can I create suspense in a film made only of landscape imagery? And how
can I bend light to create that notion of heightened reality?

Otto is a Hungarian/Swedish, award-winning filmmaker.
He has made numerous successful short films all over
Europe. His most recent short film is a Hungarian-Swedish
co-production which was bought by HBO Europe and
also awarded the prestigious Best Film Award at the
Montreal World Film ”Festival. This qualified the film for
consideration for an Academy Award. In recent years
Otto has been” a regular Behind the Scenes Director for
Annie Lebovitz for both her world exhibition tour, entitled:
Women, and in the world of fashion including a high-end
clientèle. Otto is expanding his career in the world of
commercials and is represented by Artificial Group
in Budapest.
As a manifestation of his research during his education,
he created his graduation film: Dark Chamber/camera
obscura in accordance with his final thesis: Telling of
Secrets.

Synopsis
The film is based on the real incident of 71 illegal refugees
who tragically died somewhere in Europe.... It uses the
concept of Camera Obscura in order to create indirect
representations of the incident. The film builds on the
contrast between the busy and lively “outside world”
and the dark and still “inside world” in the truck where
the dead refugees were found. Both worlds are connected
through a single hole on the wall of the truck. We see the
upside-down image of the outside world reflected in the
dark interior of the truck.
The question is: What is really upside down?
The “inside world” or the “outside world”?
Maybe both...?
Otto Banovits
otto.banovits@gmail.com
+46 704 723 61
www.ottobanovits.com

Pelle Rådström Script

Petra Markgren Wangler Documentary

The shortfilm THE SAND CASTLE (13 min 28 sec) is a
collaboration between director Petra Markgren Wangler
and choreographer Helena Franzén.
“Sand is symbolic of the way all physical things in life
disintegrate. But the notion of something/someone can
remain – if you let it. Like sand it is almost physically
imprinted on us.”
Petra Markgren Wangler, December 2016
Petra Markgren Wangler ( Born in 1971)
is an honorary award winner and director
at Sveriges Television.

I’m a scriptwriter, which means I often sit alone in my office,
staring at my computer, wishing I had someone to talk to.
During the Master’s programme I’ve been exploring new
ways of writing beyond that of the lone writer at his desk.
The result has been various types of writing in dialogue with

Pelle Rådström
parradstrom@me.com

others, working in a writer’s room and trying out different
creative methods. This exploration has resulted in two
films where the creative processes have been truly collective. This is how I’m going to continue in my life as a
writer – in dialogue with others, never more just me alone
at my desk.

”Productions: Skolstartssorg, Villa Incognito”

Petra Markgren Wangler
wanglerkultur.se

Tomas Stark Script

Åsa Johannisson Director

MMMM – Movement, Motion and Migration in Moving Image
”...the child, if only for a weak moment,
remains with its forehead pressed to the window,
waiting for the moment of illumination.”
Georges Bataille

Tomas Stark
tomas_stark@yahoo.se
+46 736 80 76 25
gomfilm.com

Åsa Johannisson
Director/Writer
asa@circusglassroyale.se
www.circusglassroyale.se

2nd floor at STDH (16.00 – 20.000)

Tomas Stark/
Ashley Michael Briggs
”The Shadows Await”

Adam Nilsson/
Tomas Stark
”Undulat”

Niklas Panthell
”Lights lies in
Cabinets”

Linda Carlsson
”The City Square”
Drifa FreyjuÁrmanns
”For the Love
of Storytelling”

Maria Eriksson
”Directing Children”

Johanna Olausson
”Radio in the Room”

Lukas Eisenhauer
”Framing Presence”

Ashley Michael Briggs
”A Cinematographer
prepares”

Annika Bergström
”Frequency of absence”

ENTRÉ

Otto Banovits
”Camera Obscura”

Mariana Kasses
”The Osvensk Project”

CINEMA
Farima Karimi
(16.00 – 20.00)
”Producer in progress”
Screenings non–stop
Q&A

Pelle Rådström
”The same story X 4”

Åsa Johannisson
”MMMM – Movement,
Motion, Migration in
Moving Image”

Notes:

Students:
Adam Nilsson
Annika Bergström
Ashley Michael Briggs
Drifa Freyju-Armanns
Farima Karimi
Johanna Olausson
Linda Carlsson
Lukas Eisenhauer
Maria Eriksson

Sometimes life takes a different path
-these students will take their exam later 2017
Rosa Fernandez (rosa.fernandez@student.uniarts.se)
Jakob Beckman (jakob.beckman@student.uniarts.se)
Simon Carlgren (simon.carlgren@student.uniarts.se)
Erik Akervall (erik.akervall@student.uniarts.se)
Manuel Concha (manuel.concha@student.uniarts.se)

Mariana Kasses
Niklas Panthell
Otto Banovits
Pelle Rådström
Petra Markgren Wangler
Tomas Stark
Åsa Johannisson
Master Thesis are available at:
www.diva-portal.org
www.researchcatalogue.net

